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a b s t r a c t

We investigate the uncertain versions of two classical combinatorial optimization problems, namely the
Single-Pair Shortest Path Problem (SP-SPP) and the Single-Source Shortest Path Problem (SS-SPP). The
former consists of finding a path of minimum length connecting two specific nodes in a finite directed
graph G; the latter consists of finding the shortest paths from a fixed node to the remaining nodes of G.
When considering the uncertain versions of both problems we assume that cycles may occur in G and
that arc lengths are (possibly degenerating) nonnegative intervals. We provide sufficient conditions for
a node and an arc to be always or never in an optimal solution of the Minimax regret Single-Pair Shortest
Path Problem (MSP-SPP). Similarly, we provide sufficient conditions for an arc to be always or never in
an optimal solution of the Minimax regret Single-Source Shortest Path Problem (MSS-SPP). We exploit
such results to develop pegging tests useful to reduce the overall running time necessary to exactly
solve both problems.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A classical problem in combinatorial optimization consists of
finding a path of minimum length connecting two specific nodes
of a given finite directed weighted graph G. This problem is
known in the literature as the Shortest Path Problem (SPP) and
arises in a wide variety of practical problem settings, both
as stand-alone models and as subproblems in more complex
problem settings. For example, the SPP arises in the telecommu-
nications and transportation industries whenever one wants to
send a message or a vehicle between two geographical locations
as quickly or as cheaply as possible. Similarly, the SPP arises in
urban traffic planning when drivers are assumed to move along
shortest paths from their origins to their destinations [1].

Various versions of the SPP are described in the literature, mainly
differing from each other in the type of origin-destination consid-
ered. In particular, we can distinguish between: the Single-Pair
Shortest Path Problem (SP-SPP) in which one aims to find the path
of minimum length connecting two specific nodes of G; the Single-
Source Shortest Path Problem (SS-SPP) in which one aims to find the
path of minimum length connecting a fixed node to the remaining
nodes of G; and the All-Pairs Shortest Path Problem (AP-SPP) in which
one aims to find the paths of minimum length connecting every pair
of nodes of G. When arc lengths are deterministically known such
versions can be solved efficiently, e.g., by using Dijkstra’s algorithm
if arc lengths are nonnegative, or using Bellman–Ford’s algorithm

if arc lengths are generic [1]. However, in practical applications
the information about arc lengths could be uncertain due to its
dependence on unpredictable factors (e.g., network congestions
or hardware failures in telecommunications; traffic conditions,
accidents, traffic jams or weather conditions in transportation, see
Montemanni and Gambardella [2]). For this reason, investigating the
SPP under uncertainty becomes indispensable to solve a wide
variety of real world problems.

In the recent years several authors have achieved results of
fundamental importance in the study of the uncertain versions of
the SPP. In particular, Montemanni and Gambardella [3] investi-
gated the Minimax regret Single-Pair Shortest Path Problem (MSP-
SPP), i.e., the problem of minimizing the maximum deviation
from the optimal single-pair shortest path over all possible
feasible assignments of arc lengths. The authors provided results
about the complexity of the problem under discrete uncertainty,
including proof of its NP-hard nature. More recently, Averbakh
and Lebedev [4], Zielinski [5], Kasperski and Zielinski [6] inves-
tigated the complexity of a version of the MSP-SPP called the MSP-
SPP under interval uncertainty, i.e., the MSP-SPP in which arc
lengths are supposed to be nonnegative intervals. The authors
proved that in such a version the problem remains NP-hard even
if G is a multi-digraph or is directed, acyclic, and either has a
layered structure or is planar and regular of degree three.

Averbakh and Lebedev [4] proved that the problem is poly-
nomially solvable when the number of arcs with uncertain
lengths is fixed or is bounded by the logarithm of a polynomial
function of the total number of arcs.

From a computational point of view, Karasan et al. [7] first
proposed a mixed integer programming formulation for the
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MSP-SPP. Specifically, the authors showed that for each optimal
solution p of the MSP-SPP there exists a scenario s, i.e., an
assignment of possible values to each uncertain parameter of
the problem, for which p is an optimal solution of the determi-
nistic problem corresponding to s. Moreover, the authors also
showed that the knowledge of those arcs which are never on
shortest paths can be used to generate preprocessing procedures
that speed-up the resolution of the problem. Karasan et al.
applied these strategies to acyclic directed graphs in which arc
lengths are nonnegative intervals and showed their efficacy on
instances containing up to 420 nodes. Montemanni et al. [8] and
Montemanni and Gambardella [9] extended Karasan et al.’s work
by presenting exact algorithms able to tackle instances of the
MSP-SPP in general directed graphs.

Here, we investigate the MSP-SPP and the Minimax regret
Single-Source Shortest Path Problem (MSS-SPP) under interval
uncertainty. We extend Karasan et al.’s results by considering
finite directed graphs in which cycles may occur and arc lengths
may degenerate, i.e., be deterministically known. We provide
sufficient conditions for a node or an arc to be always or never
in an optimal solution of the MSP-SPP. Similarly, we provide
sufficient conditions for an arc to be always or never in an optimal
solution of the MSS-SPP. From such conditions we develop
pegging tests, similar to the ones used by Yokoya et al. for the
repeated assignment problem (see Yokoya et al. [10]). We show,
by means of numerical results, that our pegging tests are efficient
in practice and vastly reduce the overall running time necessary
to exactly solve instances of both the MSP-SPP and the MSS-SPP.

2. Notation and problem statement

Let G be a finite directed graph having V(G) and A(G) as node-
set and arc-set, respectively. We assume that jV!G"j# n,
jA!G"j#m, and that each node jAV!G" is reachable from node 1.
We call node 1 the origin and node n the destination. We denote
(i,j) as the arc from node i to node j in G. If A0 is a nonempty subset
of A(G), we denote G $A0 as the subgraph of G with edge set
A!G"\Au, i.e., the subgraph obtained from G by deleting arcs in A0.
Similarly, we denote G + A0 as the graph obtained from G by
adding a set of arcs A0. For sake of notation, if Au# f!i,j"g we will
write G$!i,j" and G%!i,j" instead of G$f!i,j"g and G%f!i,j"g, respec-
tively. If H1 and H2 are two subgraphs of G, we define H1 [ H2 as
the subgraph having node-set V!H1" [ V!H2" and arc-set
A!H1" [ A!H2". We denote P1!G" as the set of all the paths in G
connecting the origin to any other node of G, and P1k!G" as the set
of all (1,k)-paths in G, i.e., the set of all the paths in G connecting
the origin to node k of G. Finally, given a path pAP1k!G", we
denote A(p) as the set of arcs of p. Unless not stated otherwise, we
will always assume that arc lengths of G are nonnegative. We
consider the following problem.

Problem 1. The Single-Pair Shortest Path Problem (SP-SPP)

Given a finite directed weighted graph G having lengths lij
associated with each arc !i,j"AA!G", find a shortest (1,n)-path in G,

i.e., a (1,n)-path such that the sum of its arc lengths is minimum.

The SP-SPP can be efficiently solved by means of Dijkstra’s
algorithm [1]. Moreover, Dijkstra’s algorithm also provides an
optimal solution to the following problem.

Problem 2. The Single-Source Shortest Path Problem (SS-SPP)

Given a finite directed weighted graph G having lengths lij
associated with each arc !i,j"AA!G", find a shortest directed (1,j)-

paths in G, for all jAV!G", ja1.

Suppose now that arc lengths are uncertain and vary arbitra-
rily inside nonnegative intervals &l ij,lij', for all !i,j"AA!G". We
model uncertainty by means of the concept of a scenario s, i.e.,
an assignment of possible arc lengths for all !i,j"AA!G" for which
lengths are uncertain. We denote S as the set of all possible
scenarios for arc lengths in G, and lsij as the length of arc !i,j"AA!G"
under the scenario s. We set the length lsp of the path pAP1k!G" for
a fixed scenario sAS as

lsp #
X

!i,j"AA!p"

lsij:

We call the uncertain versions of the SP-SPP and the SS-SPP, the
uncertain single-pair shortest path problem and the uncertain single-
source shortest path problem, respectively. Note that, when a
specific scenario is fixed, the uncertain version of the problem
reduces to its corresponding deterministic version.

A possible way to face a problem under uncertainty consists of
minimizing the maximum deviation from the value of an optimal
solution over all possible scenarios. This approach is known in the
literature as the minimax regret approach (see Kouvelis and Yu [3])
and, when used in the context of the uncertain single-pair short-
est path problem, it gives rise to the following optimization
problem.

Problem 3. The Minimax regret Single-Pair Shortest Path Problem
(MSP-SPP)

Given a finite directed graph G whose arc lengths are non-

negative intervals &lij,l ij', for all !i,j"AA!G", find the minimax regret

shortest directed (1,n)-paths in G, i.e.,

min
pAP1n!G"

max
sA S

!lsp$lsp(s ",

where lsp(s is the length of the shortest path p(s in the scenario s.

The MSP-SPP can be solved, e.g., by using the strategies
described in Karasan et al. [7]. In the next sections we shall
describe strategies that may speed-up the resolution process.
Before that, we introduce some definitions that will prove useful
throughout the paper. Similar to Karasan et al. [7] we say that an
arc (i,j) is strong if for all scenarios sAS there exists at least one
shortest path p from the origin to the destination such that
p 3 !i,j"; an arc (i,j) is 0-persistent if for all scenarios sAS there
does not exist a shortest path p from the origin to the destination
such that p 3 !i,j". Moreover, we also introduce the following two
definitions: an arc (i,j) is 1-persistent if for all scenarios sAS and
all shortest paths p from the origin to the destination it holds that
p 3 !i,j"; a node v is 0-persistent if for all scenarios sAS there does
not exist a shortest path p from the origin to the destination
passing through v. We shall present now a number of sufficient
conditions to identify 0-persistent arcs and nodes and 1-persis-
tent arcs in generic instances of the MSP-SPP.

3. Persistency in the MSP-SPP

As observed in Karasan et al. [7], given a generic instance of
the MSP-SPP, identifying and removing the arcs that are never on
a shortest (1,n)-path may speed-up the resolution process. Unfor-
tunately, identifying such arcs is hard as in general this task
involves solving a NP-complete problem. However, Karasan
et al. [7] showed that when dealing with directed layered graphs
with small width and non-degenerating arc lengths (i.e., arcs not
having deterministically fixed lengths) the decision problem can
be efficiently solved. In this section We extend Karasan et al.’s [7]
results by considering finite directed graphs in which cycles
may occur and arc lengths can degenerate. To this end, we denote
s and s as two scenarios for which l

s

ij # lij, for all !i,j"AA!G",
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and lsij # lij, for all !i,j"AA!G", respectively. We also denote P(
1!G,s"

and P(
1k!G,s" as the set of all shortest 1-paths in G under a scenario

s, and the set of all shortest (1,k)-paths in G under a scenario s,
respectively.

Let (k,r) be an arc of G such that when the graph G$!k,r" is
considered, the destination is always reachable from the origin.
For each sAS, let p(sAP(

1n!G,s". Then, it holds that arc (k,r) is
1-persistent if and only if for all qAP1n!G$!k,r"" and for all sAS, it
holds that lsq4 lsp(s .

The following proposition holds: can also be

Proposition 1. Let p be the shortest (1,n)-path under the scenario s.
Let !k,r"AA!p", and let su be a scenario such that lsuij # lij if !i,j"AA!p",
and lsuij # l ij otherwise. Consider the graph G$!k,r" and suppose that
the destination is reachable from the origin. Let qAP(

1n!G$!k,r",su" be
the shortest (1,n)-path under the scenario su. If it holds that lsuq 4 lsup
then arc (k,r) is1-persistent.

Proof. If it holds that lsuq 4 lsup then, for all puAP1n!G$!k,r"", we have
that lsupuZ lsuq 4 lsup . Hence, for all puAP1n!G$!k,r"" it holds that

X

!i,j"AA!pu"\A!p"

lij #
X

!i,j"AA!pu"\A!p"

lsuij4
X

!i,j"AA!p"\A!pu"

lsuij #
X

!i,j"AA!p"\A!pu"

lij:

Then, for all sAS, it holds that
X

!i,j"AA!pu"\A!p"

lsijZ
X

!i,j"AA!pu"\A!p"

lij4
X

!i,j"AA!p"\A!pu"

lijZ
X

!i,j"AA!p"\A!pu"

lsij,

which, in turn, implies that for all sAS and for all puAP1n!G$!k,r"",
lspu4 lsp. Thus, if p(sAP(

1n!G,s" then lspu4 lspZ lsp(s , hence (k,r) is
1-persistent. &

From Proposition 1 we can easily derive a O!mn2" pegging test
(shown in Fig. 1) to find 1-persistent arcs in generic instances of
the MSP-SSP. The rationale of such a test can be explained by
means of the following example.

Example 1. Consider the graph given in Fig. 2(a). Construct a
scenario s by setting the lengths of all arcs to their upper bounds.
Find the shortest path p from the origin to the destination. Path p
is represented with bold lines in Fig. 2(b). Construct now a
scenario su by setting the lengths of arcs (1,a) and (a,n) to their
upper bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs to their
respective lower bounds. The length of p under the scenario su is
lsup # 6. Delete arc !1,a"AA!p" and find a shortest path q from the
origin to the destination (see Fig. 2(c)). The length of path q under
the scenario su is lsuq # 7. Since lsuq 4 lsup we can conclude that arc (1,a)
is 1-persistent. Consider now arc (a,n) in p under the scenario su
and delete it from A(p) (see Fig. 2(d)). After computing the
shortest path q from the origin to the destination in G$!a,n" we
will find a path having length lsuq # 6. Since lsuq # lsup this time we
cannot conclude that arc (a,n) is 1-persistent.

It is worth noting that Proposition 1 provides only a sufficient
condition for an arc to be 1-persistent. To show that, consider the
following example.

Example 2. Consider the graph G shown in Fig. 3(a). As in the
previous example, we first set the lengths of all arcs to their upper
bounds and then we compute the shortest (1,n)-path p in G. Path
p is represented with bold lines in Fig. 3(b). Again, we construct a
scenario su by setting the lengths of arcs (1,a) and (a,n) to their

Fig. 1. Pegging test to find 1-persistent arcs in generic instances of the MSP-SPP.
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Fig. 2. A graphical example showing how the pegging test 1 works (see text for
details).
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Fig. 3. An example showing that Proposition 1 is only a sufficient condition.
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upper bounds and the lengths of the remaining arcs to the
respective lower bounds. The length of p under the scenario su is
lsup # 7. Delete arc !1,a"AA!p" and find the shortest (1,n)-path q in
the graph G$!1,a" under the scenario su. The length of such a path
is lsuq # 7# lsup (see Fig. 3(c)) hence we cannot conclude that arc (1,a)
is 1-persistent, although, as it is easy to verify, it actually is. The
following proposition provides a sufficient condition for a node to
be 0-persistent.

Proposition 2. Let q be the shortest (1,n)-path under the scenario s.
Let kAV!G"\V!q". Consider the shortest paths p1 and p2 from the
origin to node k and from node k to the destination under the
scenario s, respectively. If it holds that l

s
p1 % l

s
p2 4 lsq then node k is

0-persistent.

Proof. Note that all paths pAP(
1n!G,s" are such that l

s
pr lsq. Hence,

if l
s
p1 % l

s
p2 4 lsq, then p1 [ p2 is not the shortest (1,n)-path under the

scenario s. Since p1 and p2 are shortest paths, all (1,n)-paths p that
contain node k are such that l

s
pZ l

s
p1 % l

s
p2 . Then, for all scenarios

sAS and all paths q(sAP(
1n!G,s", it holds that

lspZ l
s
pZ l

s
p1 % l

s
p2 4 lsqZ lsq(s :

Thus, there does not exist a shortest (1,n)-path that contains node
k. Hence, node k is 0-persistent. &

From Proposition 2 we can easily derive a O!n3" pegging test
(shown in Fig. 4) to find 0-persistent nodes in generic instances of
the MSP-SSP.

4. Persistency in the minimax regret single-source shortest
path problem

The minimax regret approach discussed in Section 2 can also
be used to face the uncertain single-source shortest path problem.
Specifically, denoted T1!G" as the set of all the 1-spanning trees in
G, i.e., the set of the feasible solutions to the SS-SPP when
the source is node 1, T(

1!G,s" as the set of all 1-shortest path
spanning trees of G under a scenario sAS, A(T) as the arc-set of
the 1-spanning tree TAT1!G", p1k!T" as the (1,k)-path such
that A!p1k!T"" ) A!T", lsT as the length of T under the scenario
sAS, i.e., the sum of its arc lengths under the scenario s, and

lsT(s # min
TAT1!G"

lsT ,

the minimax regret version of the uncertain single-source short-
est path problem can be stated in terms of the following
optimization problem.

Problem 4. The Minimax regret Single-Source Shortest Path
Problem (MSS-SPP)

Given a finite directed graph G whose arc lengths are non-

negative intervals &l ij,lij', for all !i,j"AA!G", find a shortest directed

(1,j)-path in G, for all jAV!G", ja1, i.e.,

min
TAT1!G"

max
sA S

!lsT$lsT(s ":

The MSS-SPP can be solved using approaches similar to the
ones described in Karasan et al. [7] and Salazar-Neumann [11]. In
this section we shall describe a number of strategies that may
speed-up its resolution process. To this end we introduce the
following definitions. We say that an arc (i,j) is T-1-persistent if,
for all scenarios sAS, (i,j) lies on all 1-shortest path spanning
trees. Analogously, we say that an arc (i,j) is T-0-persistent if, for
all scenarios sAS, (i,j) never lies on the 1-shortest path spanning
tree. As shown in Salazar-Neumann [11], T-1-persistent arcs are
characterized by conditions similar to the ones used to character-
ize 1-persistent arcs in the MSP-SPP, hence, for the sake of
conciseness, we omit them and just provide in Fig. 5 a O!mn2"
pegging test able to find T-1-persistent arcs in generic instances
of the MSS-SSP.

The following proposition characterizes T-0-persistent arcs.

Proposition 3. Let p(sAP(
1k!G,s", for all sAS. Then, arc (k,r) is T-0-

persistent if and only if, for all qAP(
1r!G,s" and sAS, it holds that

lsqo lsp(s % lkr .

Proof. (Sufficiency). Let (k,r) be a T-0-persistent arc of G. Then, for
all p(sAP(

1k!G,s", p
(s%!k,r" is never the (1,r)-shortest path in G.

Hence, for all sAS, if qAP(
1r!G,s", we have lsqo lsp(s % lkr . (Necessity).

If for all sAS and qAP(
1r!G,s" it holds that lsqo lsp(s % lkr , then for all

pAP1k!G", lsqo lsp(s % lkrr lsp% lskr . Thus, any (1,r)-path in G passing

through arc (k,r) is never a (1,r)-shortest path, independently
from the scenario sAS. Hence, arc (k,r) is T-0-persistent. &

The use of Proposition 3 could prove impractical to find T-0-
persistent arcs in generic instances of the MSS-SPP, as it involves
checking whether the condition lsqo lsp(s % lkr holds for all scenarios

Fig. 4. Pegging test to find 0-persistent nodes in generic instances of the MSP-SPP.

Fig. 5. Pegging test to find T-1-persistent arcs in generic instances of the MSS-SPP.
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sAS. To overcome this problem, we provide below a sufficient
condition for an arc to be T-0-persistent.

Proposition 4. Let T be a1-shortest path spanning tree under a
scenario s and let !k,r"AA!G"\A!T". Let pAP1k!G" be such that
A!p" ) A!T". If for all qAP(

1r!G,s" it holds that lsqo l
s
p% lkr , then arc

(k,r) is T-0-persistent.

Proof. The statement trivially follows by observing that
lsq(s r lsqo l

s
p% lkrr lsp(s % lkr . &

From the previous propositions we can derive a O!mn2"
pegging test (shown in Fig. 6) to find T-0-persistent (and hence
0-persistent) arcs in the MSS-SSP. The rationale of such a test can
be explained by means of the following example.

Example 3. Consider the graph G given in Fig. 7(a). Construct a
scenario s by setting the lengths of all arcs to their respective
lower bounds. Find the 1-shortest path spanning tree from the
origin to all nodes of G. The tree is represented with bold lines
in Fig. 7(b). Choose an arc not in the tree, e.g., (b,a), and consider a
path pAP1b!G" such that A!p" ) A!T". The length of path p under

the scenario s is l
s
p # 3. Note also that lba # 4. Now, consider a

shortest (1,a)-path q under the scenario s. The length of such a
path is lsq # 2 (see Fig. 7(c)). Since lsqo l

s
p% l

ba
then we can conclude

that arc (b,a) is T-0-persistent. Similarly, take a second arc
!1,b"=2A!T" and consider a path pAP1b!G" such that A!p" ) A!T".
Consider a shortest (1,b)-path q under the scenario s. The length
of such a path is lsq # 4, while l

s
p # 0 and l1b # 5 (see Fig. 7(d)).

Since lsqo l
s
p% l1b then we can conclude that arc (1,b) is T-0-

persistent. Finally, choose arc !b,n"=2A!T" and consider a path
pAP1b!G" such that A!p" ) A!T". Consider a shortest (1,n)-path q
under the scenario s. The length of such a path is lsq # 6, while
l
s
p # 3 and lbn # 2 (see Fig. 7(e)). Since lsqZ l

s
p% lba, then we cannot

conclude that arc (b,n) is T-0-persistent.

5. Numerical results

As shown in Karasan et al. [7] and Salazar-Neumann [11], both
the MSP-SPP and the MSS-SPP can be formulated as mixed integer
linear programming problems. Such formulations can be
improved by means of the pegging tests previously discussed
which aim at removing (or fixing the value of) those variables
which are known to be never (or always) in the optimal solutions
to the respective problems. In this section we investigate the
practical efficiency of the pegging tests by running them on a
number of randomly generated instances. Specifically, we gen-
erate a number of random instances of the MSP-SPP and the MSS-
SPP by means of the LEDA-4.2 libraries. The instances contain
neither node-loops nor parallel arcs, and include a number of
nodes n ranging in the set f100,250,500,750,1000g. For a fixed n,
we define the value D# n=!m!m$1"" as the density of the graph,
and consider four possible density values, namely 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0. For a fixed pair (n, D) we generate 10 graphs obtaining an
overall number of 200 instances of both problems. We set the
interval data as in Karasan et al. [7], i.e., for a fixed arc a of a
generic instance and a random case base scenario ca from a
uniform distribution, we generate the lower bound la from a
uniform distribution in the interval &!1$d"ca,!1%d"ca', and the
upper bound ua from a uniform distribution in the interval
&!la%1"ca,!1%d"ca', where the deviation parameter d is a real
number in (0,1). We consider two possible intervals for the
uniform distribution used to compute ca, namely (1,20) and
(1,100). Similarly, we consider three possible values for the
deviation parameter, namely 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9. We implement
the formulations provided by Karasan et al. [7] and Salazar-
Neumann [11] by means of Mosel 2.0 of Xpress-MP, Optimizer
version 18, running on a Pentium 4, 3.2 GHz, equipped with
2 GByte RAM and operating system Gentoo release 7 (kernel linux
2.6.17, gcc version 4.0). We implemented the pegging tests 1-4 in
ANSI-C and used the LEDA-4.2 libraries to solve both the MSP-SPP
and the MSS-SSP. The results so obtained are shown in Figs. 8–15.
Specifically, Figs. 8 and 9 show the performances of the pegging
test 1; Figs. 10 and 11 show the performances of the pegging test
2; Fig. 12 shows the performances of the pegging test 3; and
finally Figs. 13–15 show the performances of the pegging test 4.

Fig. 6. Pegging test to find 0 and T-0-persistent arcs in the MSS-SPP.
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Fig. 8. Performances of the pegging test 1 for caA!1,20".
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Fig. 9. Performances of the pegging test 1 for caA !1,100".
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For a fixed number of nodes, deviation parameter, and density,
each graph in Figs. 8–15 shows the mean of: the cpu time
taken by Xpress-MP Optimizer to solve exactly an instance of

the MSP-SPP, respectively the MSS-SPP, without pegging test
(denoted in the legend as ‘‘cpu time without preprocessing’’);
the cpu time taken to run the pegging test (denoted in the legend
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Fig. 10. Performances of the pegging test 2 for caA!1,20".
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Fig. 11. Performances of the pegging test 2 for caA !1,100".
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as ‘‘preprocessing time’’); the cpu time taken by Xpress-MP
Optimizer to solve exactly an instance of the MSP-SPP, respec-
tively the MSS-SPP, after the pegging test (denoted in the legend
as ‘‘cpu time after preprocessing’’); and the overall cpu time taken
by Xpress-MP Optimizer to solve exactly an instance of the MSP-
SPP, respectively the MSS-SPP, including the overhead due to
the pegging test (denoted in the legend as ‘‘cpu time including
preprocessing’’). All the times are expressed in seconds.

Denoted m!cpu1" and m!cpu2" as the average cpu-times with
and without pegging test, we call reduction time the ratio
m!cpu2"$m!cpu1"=m!cpu2"(100. When the reduction time is posi-
tive the use of a pegging tests proves efficient, otherwise it is
inefficient.

As a general trend, Figs. 8 and 9 show that, for the analyzed
instances at least, finding 1-persistent arcs proves inefficient.
Specifically, apart from sporadic cases, the reduction time is
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Fig. 12. Performances of the pegging test 3.
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Fig. 13. Performances of the pegging test 4 (0-persistent arcs) for caA!1,20".
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always negative, ranging from $1% to $236% when caA!1,20",
and from $1% to $495% when caA !1,100". This behavior is
justified by the fact that the number of 1-persistent arcs in the
considered random instances is in average quite small and the
overhead required to find them, although negligible, is not worth
the effort. On the contrary, Figs. 10 and 11 show that finding
0-persistent nodes proves very efficient. Specifically, the reduc-
tion time is generally positive, ranging from 6% to 97% when
caA!1,20", and from 6% to 98% when caA !1,100". Moreover, the
reduction time is more marked when caA !1,100". The better
performances in this second case are justified by the fact that,
for the instances analyzed, the number of 0-persistent nodes is in

average much larger than 1-persistent arcs, hence the overhead
required to find them is worth the effort. Interestingly, the
efficiency of the pegging test 2 seems related to the deviation
parameter d. Specifically, when d increases the reduction time
tends to decrease, even becoming negative for d#0.9. A possible
justification for this behavior can be found by observing that for
large values of d the intersections between arc length intervals
tend to be more frequent, decreasing consequently the number of
0-persistent nodes.

Although finding 1-persistent arcs proves inefficient, Fig. 12
shows that finding T-1-persistent arcs proves efficient. Specifi-
cally, apart from sporadic cases, the reduction time is always
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Fig. 14. Performances of the pegging test 4 (0-persistent arcs) for caA!1,100".

Fig. 15. Performances of the pegging test 4 (T-0-persistent arcs).
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positive, ranging from 1.38% to 23.55% when caA!1,20", and from
7.04% to 35.16% when caA!1,100". Moreover, similarly to the case
of 0-persistent nodes, the reduction is more marked when
caA!1,100". Note, however, that the reduction is less prominent
than the case of 0-persistent nodes. In fact, when a 0-persistent
node is found in a given instance, it is deleted together with all its
incident arcs providing, therefore, a more effective preprocessing.
Interestingly, we observed that the efficiency of pegging test
3 seems related to the density of the input graphs of the analyzed
instances. Specifically, when the density increases the reduction
time tends to increase as well as due to the decreasing number of
T-1-persistent arcs. In fact, when the density of a graph increases,
the number of shortest paths between two nodes increases
as well, thus it becomes less likely that a specific arc belongs
to all shortest paths between two such nodes. Note finally
that Fig. 12 does not include results for instances containing
more than 100 nodes. In fact, we experienced a lack of sufficient
memory to solve larger instances without a pegging test.

Finally, Figs. 13–15 show that finding 0-persistent arcs in the
MSP-SPP and the MSS-SPP, respectively, proves very efficient.
Specifically, the reduction time is generally positive for the MSP-
SPP, ranging from 3% to 93% when caA !1,20", and from 54% to 97%
when caA!1,100". Similarly, the reduction time for the MSP-SPP
ranges from 60.38% to 94.33% when caA!1,20", and from 88.44%
to 99.61% when caA!1,100". Moreover, in both cases the reduc-
tion is more marked when caA !1,100". Similarly to the case of
T-1-persistent arcs, we experienced a lack of sufficient memory to
solve exactly larger instances without preprocessing T-0-persis-
tent arcs. This phenomenon is evidenced in the right-most graph
of Fig. 15 by means of negative bars. This fact shows once again
that, for these instances at least, the pegging test proves extre-
mely useful.

6. Conclusions

We investigated two versions of the Shortest Path Problem
(SPP) under interval uncertainty, namely the Minimax regret
Single-Pair Shortest Path Problem (MSP-SPP), and the Minimax
regret Single-Source Shortest Path Problem (MSS-SPP). The for-
mer consists in minimizing the maximum deviation from the
optimal single-pair shortest path over all possible feasible assign-
ments of arc lengths; the latter consists in minimizing the
maximum deviation from the optimal single-source shortest
paths over all possible feasible assignments of arc lengths. We
extended the results given by Karasan et al. [7] by considering
finite directed graphs in which cycles may occur and arc lengths

may degenerate, i.e., be deterministically known. We gave suffi-
cient conditions for a node or an arc to be always or never in an
optimal solution of the MSP-SPP. Similarly, we gave sufficient
conditions for an arc to be always or never in an optimal solution
of the MSS-SPP. From such conditions we developed pegging
tests, similar to the ones used by Yokoya et al. for the repeated
assignment problem (see Yokoya et al. [10]), and we showed, by
means of numerical results, that the tests are efficient in practice
and vastly reduce the overall running time necessary to exactly
solve instances of both the MSP-SPP and the MSS-SPP.
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